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It's a nice crisp morning by the water, a perfect day for fishing. You cast your rod, start reeling, and wait for the fish to bite. Being an experienced fisherman, you know that as soon as you feel the distinctive vibrations of some unsuspecting prey nibbling at your line you need to jerk your rod to one side in order to ensure a successful catch. You weren't always such a talented fisherman; it took you many outings to learn which vibrations were indicative of a fish and which were more likely a lost boot. It took you longer still to figure out, after detecting the appropriate fishy vibrations, the best speed and direction to move your arms in order to best ''set your hook.'' The process by which you convert the subtle sensations of the rod moving in your hands to a context-dependent, deliberate action is, in part, carried out by regions of your cortex. For decades, researchers have applied different methods to investigate the mechanisms underlying such abilities. Using fMRI, one can visualize the whole brain simultaneously as human subjects execute deliberate sensorimotor tasks, but with relatively poor spatial and temporal resolution. In animal models, excellent spatial and temporal resolution is possible with invasive electrophysiological methods such as wholecell and single-unit recordings. However, these methods have traditionally been used to record from only one or two areas at a time.
In this issue, Le Merre and colleagues adopted a multi-site electrophysiology approach that strikes a balance between whole-brain imaging and region-specific interrogations. The authors began their study by training mice to lick a water spout following a momentary deflection of one of their facial whiskers ( Figure 1A ). While mice performed the task, recording electrodes were used to monitor aggregate local neural activity (local field potentials, or LFPs) in the primary whisker somatosensory cortex (wS1), the secondary whisker somatosensory cortex (wS2), and the primary whisker motor cortex (wM1), all areas known to be important for processing sensory information coming from the mouse whiskers. Importantly, the authors also recorded neural activity in areas not traditionally associated with rapid, early sensory processing, namely the associative parietal area (PtA), the dorsal CA1 region of the hippocampus (dCA1), and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; in which they recorded both LFP and single-unit spiking). This second set of brain regions is involved in ''higher-order'' functions such as decision-making and the representation of context (Eichenbaum, 2017; Euston et al., 2012) .
Upon whisker stimulation, all recorded areas showed rapid responses and were activated in a sequential fashion, with the canonical sensory areas activated first, followed by the higher-order areas ( Figure 1B ). This pattern of sequential activation suggested a directional flow of sensory information and preceded the onset of overt motor responses, which the authors measured using EMG recordings. Le Merre et al.'s results with systematic electrophysiological mapping nicely complement related efforts to chart task-related sensorimotor information flow across rodent cortex using mainly optogenetic or imaging approaches (Allen et al., 2017; Goard et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Kyriakatos et al., 2017; Makino et al., 2017) , and build on landmark multi-area electrophysiological studies in primates (de Lafuente and Romo, 2006; Herná ndez et al., 2010) .
Le Merre et al. had implicated a wide variety of cortical areas in the detection of a simple tactile stimulus, but were these areas generally involved in processing touch or was the observed pattern of activity sculpted by task learning? To address this question, the authors compared data collected after the mice had fully learned the task with those collected on the first day of training. They found the relationship between learning and neural activity to be remarkably different across areas. Early sensory areas were highly activated by the sensory stimulus both before and after training. In contrast, higher-order areas, especially mPFC and dCA1, showed little response to the whisker stimulus prior to training, but strikingly increased and rapid responses afterward ( Figure 1A ). In fact, detailed analysis across the full time course of training showed that sensory responses in wM1 and PtA, and especially in mPFC and dCA1, all correlated with learning.
The growing responses in higher-order areas during training suggested a role in task performance. However, it remained a possibility that the changes in neural activity resulted simply from repeated exposure to the stimulus over many training days and did not reflect meaningful involvement in task performance. To investigate this possibility, the authors next recorded from the same areas in mice that received passive exposure to the whisker stimulus over several sessions. In contrast to mice that successfully learned to detect the stimulus, mPFC and dCA1 in these mice did not show sensory responses. This pattern of results suggests that mPFC and dCA1 were recruited to process information relayed by early sensory areas only when the whisker stimulus became associated with the learned action. Were mPFC and dCA1 involved in the ongoing conversion of sensory information into motor execution? In support of this idea, the authors found that neural activity in mPFC and dCA1 was especially enhanced during trials in which trained mice successfully executed the response (licking the water spout; Hit trials) compared to when they failed to do so (Miss trials).
Finally, Le Merre et al. showed that although all recorded areas had touchevoked activity after learning, only a subset of these areas were necessary for ongoing task performance. The authors optogenetically or pharmacologically inhibited each area in turn and found that inhibiting wS1, wS2, mPFC, or dCA1 impaired the ability of the mice to convert whisker stimulation into the learned response. Inhibiting wM1 and PtA, areas that showed sensory responses and were modulated by task learning, notably did not cause behavioral impairment. Thus, although information relating to the whisker stimulus or licking response was represented in a variety of cortical regions, only a subset was necessary for the ongoing sensorimotor transformation required by this tactile detection task.
Le Merre et al. have probed the transformation from tactile stimulus to motor response by quantifying task-related neural activity in multiple cortical areas along the processing stream. The authors have provided significant new insight into which cortical areas play critical roles in goal-oriented, rapid processing of whisker touch, and into how these roles develop over learning. Their work will provide a vital stepping stone to help answer how memory, attention, and context gate the flow of information through areas involved in early sensory processing and those controlling motor execution. Le Merre et al. have cast into the deep waters of the cortex and set their hook into these important problems. (A) Mice were trained to lick at a water spout in response to whisker deflection. Neural activity was recorded simultaneously from multiple cortical areas across learning and during task performance. Activity in wS1, wS2, and wM1 encoded information about the whisker stimulus before learning. Higher cortical areas PtA, dCA1, and mPFC showed little touch-evoked activity prior to learning, but with training developed rapid sensory responses that encoded both stimulus and behavioral response. Color scales indicate the degree to which activity encoded whisker touch (red) and the upcoming response (blue). (B) Sequence of neural events on a trial, after mice learned the task. Downward arrows indicate timing of the peak evoked response within each cortical area. All areas showed rapid (<50 ms) sensory responses after learning, but were activated in a consistent temporal sequence. The degree to which each area encoded touch and the upcoming behavioral response correlated with its sensory response latency.
